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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Deliverable 2.1 describes and compiles the results of the first task of WP2. This task deals with generation of
requirements for the different products to be developed in the CROSSBOW project.
The requirements definition has been a joint effort made by all the crossbow partners. The way to organize
this cooperative and distributed work has been to use an Agile Model Driven Methodology, that helps
building and refining the set of requirements iteratively, so that we always have a consistent set of
requirements that is enhanced on each iteration. The methodology is described in section 3 of this document.
The inception of the requirements definition was a brainstorm among all the partners during the project kickoff in Bulgaria. Then those initial requirements were inserted in the VOLERE tool. This web tool assisted us in
the iterative requirements definition process. During the following weeks different iterations were
conducted with this sequence of actions.
All partners add new requirements or edit theirs.
All partners review the other partner’s requirements and identify objections, overlappings and
inconsistencies on them.
All partners review the problems identified in its requirement by other partners and eventually change the
requirements, delete them or add new ones. When the editor of the requirement considers that the problem
identified have been properly addressed, it marks the problem as preliminarily solved.
The partners that have identified problems in the requirements review those marked as preliminarily solved
and assess that they are actually solved (double check, the identification of the problem and the owner of
the requirements should accept the correction).
When all problems are properly addressed, the iteration is marked as finished and the next one starts in step
1 again.
Through this mechanism a set of requirements have been identified for the 9 CROSSBOW products. In
addition to the product-based requirements, project-wide architectural and general requirements have been
identified.
The requirements are presented in section 5 of this document. As described in the Agile Model Driven
Methodology (section 3), the requirements are not closed at this point, but will run in parallel to the Agile
development, so that new requirements will be added or changed as the developments evolves. The current
set of requirements could be considered as the first consistent set of requirements to go on with the
architecture definition and development. Changes in the set of requirements will be reported in next product
development deliverables.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

SCOPE OF THE DOCUMENT

At the time this document is written, CROSSBOW project is in the analysis phase, which is a previous required
step before starting the development and deployment. This analysis phase has been divided in 3 documents:
-

D2.1: Project requirements definition.

-

D2.2: Uses Cases, scenarios and KPI identification.

-

D2.3: Demo cluster formal analysis.

This document describes the requirement for the different CROSSBOW products. The requirements have
been generated during the first months of the project with the collaboration of both technical partners and
end users.
The requirements presented in the document depict the initial version of the requirements obtained before
the developments and deployments starts, but these requirements will not be closed after the analysis phase
is over. During the development phase, Agile methodology will be followed not only for the iterative
development but also for the iterative detailed modelling.
The next documents associated to the development of the tools will also include the new version of the
requirements identified and described during the iterative analysis and development.

1.2

ADOPTED METHODOLOGY

The methodology followed for capturing the initial requirements is described in section 3 of this document.

1.3

STRUCTURE OF THE DOCUMENT

In section 2, the main CROSSBOW objectives are summarized, to help understanding the functionalities
associated to the different products and the requirements they have
Section 3 describes the methodology followed to obtain the initial requirements. Also, the Agile Model driven
methodology that will be used in the project is described. In this section the Volere methodology is also
described. This methodology and a tool specifically developed linked to this methodology will assist in the
initial definition of the requirements and in the iterative definition and refinement of requirements in the
next phases of the project.
In section 5 the requirements per product are presented. Each product is briefly described and then the list
of requirements is presented.
Finally, in section 6 some conclusions are presented to the document.
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2

CROSSBOW OBJECTIVES

CROSSBOW project aims at demonstrating a number of different, though complementary, technologies,
offering Transmission System Operators (TSOs) higher flexibility and robustness through: 1) A better control
of exchange power at interconnection points; 2) new storage solutions – distributed and centralized-, offering
ancillary services to operate Virtual Storage Plants (VSP); 3) better ICT and Communications -e.g. better
network observability, enabling flexible generation and Demand Response (DR) schemas; 4) the definition of
a transnational wholesale market, proposing fair and sustainable remuneration for clean energies through
the definition of new business models supporting the participation of new players – i.e. aggregators - and the
reduction of costs.
Towards this objective, the project will develop a set of technological solutions packaged within 9 different
interoperable products, each of them providing different functionalities to different actors.
These products will be used in specific ways by the different actors in order to implement the use cases
covering the functionalities proposed by the project. These use cases are grouped in High Level Use cases
clusters (HLUs) and described in the deliverable D2.2 [1].
For the identification of the scope and functionalities of the software products, the most accepted
methodology is the definition of system requirements. Requirements Definition is an art and a science [2]. It
requires analysts to work very closely with customers and to draw on their communication and technical
skills to surface underlying business needs that might be addressed by a system solution.
The complete set of requirements and their priority will be refined in next stages of the project, with inputs
from demonstrators and from the development of the applications, thus some requirements will be
enhanced, discarded or adapted. The methodology for the generation of the requirements in CROSBOW is
described in next section.

3

METHODOLOGY

This section gives and overview of the methodological approach followed within CROSSBOW, in order to
specify the requirements needed for achieving the project objectives.

3.1

AGILE METHODOLOGY

In the CROSSBOW description of work [3] , an iterative integration cycle has been defined where unitarytests of the different products of the project results will be assessed. A first version of each of the 8 solutions
will be first delivered (until month 24) to be tested in laboratory conditions (until month 26). This will serve
to identify on-the-fly deviations from the original specifications. To support this activity, the consortium will
follow a use-centric approach, keeping the end-user (i.e. TSOs and energy producers) mainly in the loop at
all times, an Agile implementation plan will be implemented, with monthly sprints to exchange with the end
users the advances of the integration, capturing their feedback and ensuring that the final results will be as
close as possible to their requirements and needs.
Agile is a time boxed, iterative approach to software delivery that builds software incrementally from the
start of the project, instead of trying to deliver it all at once near the end. It works by breaking projects down
into little bits of user functionality called user stories, prioritizing them, and then continuously delivering
them in short few week cycles called iterations. [4]
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Figure 1: Difference between traditional one-off and Agile’ s continues activities

The main difference between traditional and Agile methodologies is the fact that in traditional methodologies
the different stages (analysis, design, code and test) generally finishes before the next one can begin. There
is also typically a stage gate between each; for example, requirements must be reviewed and approved by
the customer before design can begin. On the other hand, Agile methodology is iterative, and in each
iteration all the stages are considered, but with a limited scope (a subset of the required functionalities). This
emphasizes the rapid delivery of parts of the applications and thus the end user can provide feedback and
assess the validity of the application very soon.

Figure 2: Agile cycles

For the application of the methodology in CROSSBOW, the end-users have been grouped in clusters,
corresponding to the HLU, in order to validate and demonstrate the project results in the field. Each HLU,
which may involve more than one result, will be in this way validated by many end users.
The Agile iterations will continue during the second integration cycle (until month 31). In this second iterative
cycle, feedback from the first iteration and the different sprints will be used to refine the solution and
introduce improvement suggestions from end-users and other stakeholders.
Once again, for the large deployment at the cluster sites, an iterative and scalable approach will be adopted,
following the pre-trial phase in laboratory, the innovation cycles will conclude with a system integration
phase at each of the demo clusters (month 27 to month 32). This preliminary deployment phase will serve to
have a first testing demonstration activities in the field. In this way, it will be possible to check first the core
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functionalities of each of the CROSSBOW results, before the final round of trials from month 37 to month 48
(total duration of trials, 18 months).
Integration Cycle 1
Integration Cycle 2
Monthly sprints
Pre-trial Phase
Trial Phase

M17 M18 M19 M20 M21 M22 M23 M24 M25 M26 M27 M28 M29 M30 M31 M32 M33 M34 M35 M36 M37 M38 M39 M40 M41 M42 M43 M44 M45 M46 M47 M48
MS5
MS7
MS7
MS10
MS5
MS10
MS6
MS9
MS9
MS11
MS12
MS14

Figure 3: CROSSBOW Integration cycles

Despite the agile methodology and the full involvement of end-users in all phases in the project, it is also
necessary to programme major checkpoints to analyse level of progress at project level, and introduce
corrective actions if necessary. Thus, 3 main progress checkpoints have been defined where the achievement
indicators will be evaluated.

3.2

REQUIREMENT DEFINITION IN AGILE MODEL DRIVEN METHODOLOGY

There is a lot literature on Agile methodology and its comparison with traditional methodologies [4], [5]. In
this document we will focus on the requirements and how they are handled in the Agile methodologies.
The Agile Model driven methodology (AMDD) [6] is the agile version of Model Driven Development (MDD).
MDD is an approach to software development where extensive models (including requirements, detailed use
cases and UML diagrams) are created before source code is written. A primary example of MDD is the Object
Management Group (OMG)'s Model Driven Architecture (MDA) standard. With MDD a serial approach to
development is often taken, MDD is quite popular with traditionalists, although newer variants shows it is
possible to take an iterative approach with MDD. The difference with AMDD is that, instead of creating
extensive models before writing source code, the user creates agile models which are just barely good
enough that drive users’ overall development efforts. AMDD is a critical strategy for scaling agile software
development beyond the small, co-located team approach that we saw during the first stage of agile
adoption.
Many project teams using MDD run into trouble when they try to define all of the requirements upfront,
often the result of a misguided idea that developers will actually read and follow what the requirements
document contains [7]. The reality is that the requirements document is usually insufficient, regardless of
how much effort goes into it, the requirements change anyway, and the developers eventually end up going
directly to their stakeholders for information anyway (or they simply guess what their stakeholders meant).
Projects using Agile modelling methodologies save the time of writing detailed requirements analysis
documents because they will eventually change.
Other feature of the Agile modelling methodology is the fact, that it is especially suitable for changing
requirements, whenever there is uncertainty about what is the best solution, and when it is important to be
able to change quickly. The changes and uncertainties that may affect CROSSBOW relate to markets,
legislation, technology, requirements, resources and time.
The Agile modelling process is depicted in the figure below:
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Figure 4: Agile modelling process [6]

In the initial envisioning stage two main sub-activities are identified: initial requirements envisioning and
initial architecture envisioning. These are done during Inception (or iteration 0 in Agile terminology).
The requirements envisioning performed early in the project are used to help come to a common
understanding as to the scope of what users are trying to accomplish. The goals at this point are to identify
the business goals for the effort, develop a common vision, and swiftly identify the initial requirements for
the system at a high-level. It is not needed to write a lot of documentation at this point, instead the details
are later during development cycles in model storming sessions and via real tests.
The goal is to understand the requirements at a high-level, it isn't to create a detailed requirements
specification early in the lifecycle, a traditional practice referred to as "Big Requirements Up Front" (BRUF)
which proves to be very risky in practice (traditional theory is that BRUF is a best practice, but experience
shows otherwise) [6], [8].
The type of requirements captured at the inception phase are:
-

Usage model requirements, that enable user to explore how other users will work with the solutions.

-

User interface requirements, that describes how information should be presented to users.

-

Technological requirements. Some requirements may be imposed at the very beginning based on
the existing infrastructure and assets the solutions have to interface with.

The initial requirements for CROSSBOW were identified in a workshop held during the project kick-off in
November 2017. In this workshop the project partners (including end users) went through a “requirements
definition storming”, were the product leaders introduced the different tools briefly, and asked the others to
write down requirements for the tools individually on post-its.
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Figure 5: Initial requirements brainstorming

After 5 minutes, results were gathered and put on a whiteboard. The different requirements were grouped
in clusters and discussed until we all agree on a common understanding of the results. The resulting set of
requirements was considered the initial requirements envisioning, and it helped understanding about the
needed features, constraints and scope of the products:

Figure 6: Initial requirements workshop post-its 1
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Figure 7: Initial requirements workshop post-its 2

3.3

FORMAL REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS

The formal requirement analysis aims at generating proper requirements that are relevant for the
development of the different products. In order for this requirement to be clearly expressed, the EARS [9]
syntax for requirement definition has been used. Basically, this syntax and the guidelines associated to it
states that a requirement is a statement of one of the following:
1. What a system must do.
2. A known limitation or constraint on resources or design.
3. How well the system must do what it does.
The main issues associated to the requirement identifications are:
-

Authors often do not have the required knowledge or experience for writing requirements.

-

Authors often write requirements using unconstrained natural language:
o

Introduces ambiguity, vagueness and subjectivity.

o

Not always clear, concise and coherent.

o

Often not testable.

o

Often Incomplete.

In order to avoid these problems, the EARS methodology proposes a generic syntax for functional
requirements (elements inside square brackets are optional).
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[Trigger] [Precondition] Actor Action [Object]
Figure 8: Generic syntax for the requirements

The use of this syntax for the requirements along with the adoption of the guidelines also described in the
EARS approach, help defining requirements of high quality that are: Complete, Concise, Unambiguous,
Verifiable and Consistent.
For governing the generation of the requirements and provided that there are several partners in CROSSBOW
producing requirements that could potentially overlap or collide, the Volere methodology [10] has been
used. This methodology is not new to some of the project partners. It was first used by a number of the
project partners in the NOBEL [11], NOBELGRID [12] and WISEGRID [13] projects, where it was used mainly
because of its simplicity. It helped project partners to describe, formalize and track the project requirements
in an explicit and unambiguous manner. Besides being a success in the above-mentioned previous projects,
the Volere methodology was selected for the following three reasons:
1.

It requires simple steps to identify and formalize the requirements in an unambiguous manner.

2.

It provides an easy process to track and evaluate the progress of the project.

3.

A number of the project partners have already experience with the Volere methodology. Hence,
they did not need an extra learning effort.

The consequent application of the Volere methodology is not only useful in the initial phases of the project
for specifying requirements but it is also helpful in specifying a reference point for the later stages, thus it is
suitable to be used in combination with the Agile development process described in previous sections. The
requirements list will be increased and refined as new functionalities are selected to be implemented in the
different iterations.
Besides being efficient and easy to use, the Volere methodology provides a mechanism for all partners to
specify the requirements in a standard format. Thereby, specifying additional context of a requirement such
as the rationale and the acceptance criteria for every requirement helps to build a common understanding
of the overall system. Furthermore, defining priorities helps to clarify the focus of the project.

3.3.1 Requirement Prioritization
In order to prioritize requirements, the project consortium has introduced five different classes of priorities.
These classes range from one (lowest priority) to five (highest priority) and the consortium has defined them
as follows:
-

5 - High: Requirements in this class are either realizing a key innovation of the project or they are
needed to realize it. These requirements are necessary to achieve the goals of the project.

-

4-3 Medium: Requirements in this class are not necessary to realize a key innovation but they are
necessary or very helpful to realize the application prototypes. These requirements are important to
the application developer.

-

2-1 Low: Requirements in this class are neither realizing a key innovation nor necessary for the
application prototypes. However, in a broader context possibly beyond the scope of the project they
may be important.

As a consequence, for the success of the project, it is essential to fulfil the requirements with high priority.
With respect to providing thorough support for application developers, it is important to realize the
requirements with medium priority as well. The requirements with low priority, however, are not of
immediate relevance for the project. However, their realization may provide additional features or benefits
for applications or users that should be considered after all requirements of the other two classes have been
implemented successfully. In order to give all stakeholders and interested parties an insight into the
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prioritization process, the consortium has not only assigned categories to each requirement but also decided
to include the main rationale for this classification in this document. Besides from being informative, this can
be helpful in later stages of the project where unforeseeable issues may require the introduction of new
requirements or changes to existing requirements.

3.3.2 Volere tool
Aiming at defining an optimum and complete list of requirements, a web tool based on the Volere
methodology was developed originally by ETRA and used with successes in different projects ever since. This
web tool has facilitated the definition, the validation and the prioritization of the CROSSBOW requirements.
For security reasons, the access to the web tool has been restricted to authorized users.
Access to the web tool is granted after a successful identification on the system. The application allows the
administrator to control the status of the validation process from the initial definition to the final list of
requirements passing through the required validation and revision status.
3.3.2.1

Specification process

The overall process of Volere as supported by the web tool is depicted in Figure 9. After an initial specification
of requirements, the users can specify conflicts, dependencies and objections. After specifying them, they
can iteratively revise the specification and identify additional issues until it is free of conflicts, dependencies
and objections. The result will constitute the final list of requirements. The following sub-sections briefly
outline the individual steps.

Figure 9 Requirement Specification and Validation Process

3.3.2.2

Requirement definition

In this first stage all the requirements needed to accomplish the project objectives must be defined. These
will be refined in future stages. The initial list of requirements was defined based on the results of the
requirements workshop held during the project kick-off.
The most useful information and the main functionalities at this stage available at the home page are shown
in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Volere home page

1. List of requirements: The list of requirements with some additional options.
1.1. Filtering options: The list of requirements filtered per id., type and/or filtered per author.
1.2. Expand table: Show/hide some columns, displaying more or less information about the requirement.
2. Requirements management: Modification options for requirements.
2.1. View a requirement.
2.2. Edit a requirement (only available for the author).
2.3. Delete a requirement (only available for the author).
3. Requirements tracing: After the first validation, a new service is made available for keeping track of all
the requirements history.
4. Insert a new requirement: Opens a new window (Figure 11) to allow adding a new requirement. All the
fields are required except for the “Comments” field which is optional. The required fields are:
4.1. ID: The scope of this requirement. Appended by an automatically generated sequential number, this
ID uniquely identifies each requirement. This ID will be generated after the requirement has been
added (Figure 12).
4.2. Description: A one sentence statement which describes the intention of the requirement.
4.3. Type: The type of the requirement as defined by Volere.
4.4. Rationale: A justification of the requirement.
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4.5. Acceptance criteria: A measurement of the requirement for further verification that the solution
matches the original requirement.
4.6. Priority: The importance for the customer of successfully implementing the requirement.

Figure 11: Definition of new requirements
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Figure 12: Requirement details

3.3.2.3

Validation

After the initial definition of requirements, the validation process begins. All the requirements should be
approved by all the users. At this stage, conflicts and dependencies between requirements must be detected.
Furthermore, any objection must be pointed out:
-

Dependency: Requirements that have some dependency on other requirements.

-

Conflict: Requirements that cannot be implemented if another requirement is implemented or a
conflict due to an insufficient definition of the requirement.

-

Objection: A reason or argument offered in disagreement, opposition, refusal or disapproval of the
requirement.

3.3.2.4

Revision

All the dependencies, conflicts and objections highlighted by the experts during the validation stage must be
revised and solved by the requirement’s authors. However, if the authors do not agree with the validator’s
comments they can include their own view point in the “Revisor’s comments” section for explanations and
requirement clarifications. Note that only the authors of the requirements that have to be re-vised are able
to add comments to the dependency, conflict or objection.
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Figure 13: Revision process

The checkboxes in the “Requirements revised” and “Validator’s approval” columns, help the users to check
the status of the revision and, together with the possibility of adding clarifying comments, facilitate the
interaction and communication between the author and the validator. For security reasons, the checkboxes
in the “Requirements revised” column are only enabled for the authors of the requirements who can also
add new comments. Moreover, for the same reason, the checkboxes in the “Validator’s approval” column
are only enabled for the validator.
The revision process consists of four steps:
1. First, the authors should identify which requirements have been objected to or are involved in any
conflict or dependency.
2. Second, and after analysing the validator’s view point:
a. The author may agree with the validator and proceed to modify or delete the requirement
or,
b. The author may disagree with the validator, therefore he/she should make appropriate
comments trying to clarify the requirement with a better explanation or justify the intention
of the requirement.
3. Third, the author should mark the checkbox of the requirement as revised.
4. Finally, the validator should be aware of the revised requirements and approve the actions taken by
the author for resolving the dependency/conflict/objection.
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The Volere tool allows every user to review the history of a requirement.

Figure 14: Requirements revision history

4
4.1

CROSSBOW PRODUCTS
CROSSBOW REGIONAL OPERATION CENTRE BALANCING COCKPIT (ROC-BC)

The regional operation centre – balancing cockpit (ROC-BC) will
be responsible for coordinating the cost-efficient and secure
operation of the whole south Eastern Europe (SEE) transmission
network and enabling the shared use and cross-border
management of various resources, including renewable
generators, centralised / distributed storage and DR resources.
The services of the ROC-BC will involve the ones already
provided by established Regional Security Coordination (RSC)
centres (SCC in the SEE region), including improved individual
grid model (IGM) / Common grid model (CGM) delivery, Short
and Medium Term Adequacy Forecasts, Coordinated Security
Figure 15: CROSSBOW ROC-BC
Analysis, Coordinated Capacity Calculation and Outage Planning
Coordination, yet with improved supporting calculation and
optimization methodologies. Furthermore, it will also involve new services associated with short-term
operation tasks, such as imbalance management, congestion management and voltage management,
through the enhanced exchange of data and information between national control centres closer to realtime.

4.2

CROSSBOW RES REGIONAL COORDINATION CENTRE (RES-CC)

CROSSBOW Regional Coordination Centre (RES-CC) platform will
cover five main functionalities for the management of RES
generation units cross-border: 1) provide real-time supervision
and control; 2) manage incidents in real time, speeding up their
correction, either remotely or in coordination with local services,
and achieving higher availability rates for installations; 3) support
electric power management, sending the systems operators in
the region and the ROC the production forecasts; 4) interact with
the operators and ROC, sending real-time data on each
generation facility, which enables the calculation of the electric
power production that can be sent to the grid and maximize the
Figure 16: CROSSBOW RES-CC
contribution of RES to the system; and 5) provide data recording,
analysis to optimize the availability and efficiency of the installations, substations and HV lines to guarantee
the delivery of the energy generated.
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The RES-CC will be in charge of capturing and integrating data coming from different RES units, with different
interfaces and technologies, and present each operator the relevant data and services associated to the units
under its supervision. In this way, the product will be design to support both, national and regional
coordination, and will be deployed as a cloud-based application. In normal operation, each TSO will be able
to use the RES-CC to monitor and supervise the RES units affecting its country. If an abnormal situation is
detected affecting more than one country – e.g. cross-border congestion due to RES generation – the solution
will help the involved TSOs to coordinate a coherent strategy, proposing an action plan to be validated by all
actors involved.
The final deployment and architecture will endorse the countries’ policies and security legislation. Thus, if it
is required that dispatching systems are deployed in the same country where the RES units are connected to
the grid, different ‘instances’ of the RES-CC could be installed in different countries, but all of them providing
interfaces and services that enable them to collaborate in broader cross-bordering scenarios. The structure
would be then hierarchical, with local RES-CC providing services at country level for the local TSO, but also
with regional-level tools (AM, ROC-BC, regional RES-CC, etc.) working at a regional scale and interacting with
the local RES-CC. This hierarchical structure allows for a better scalability and replicability of the solution,
because new countries can be added to the system without affecting the rest of the system.

4.3

CROSSBOW HYBRID RES DISPATCHABLE UNIT
(RES-DU)

RES-DU product will integrate non-dispatchable and
dispatchable RES along with energy Storage unit under an
advanced control system based on firm hybrid power plants
connected to transmission and distribution grids in a single
Point of Common Coupling (PCC).
Several technologies will be considered, such as Wind and PV
(non-dispatchable RES), Biogas Turbine, Biomass or Hydro
(dispatchable RES), and along with energy storage capability,
Figure 17: CROSSBOW RES-DU
through Flow batteries and Lithium-Ion batteries. The proper
combination of these technologies and the advanced control will guarantee more secure, stable and cleaner
electricity supply, thanks to flexible generation and enhanced grid stability.
RES-DU product will provide the needed tools in order to operate the hybrid power plant according to the
electricity system requirements. On this way, the hybrid power plant will be able to provide ancillary services,
quality services, and of course to adapt its production to the demand curve. In addition, this product will
offer to the generators the possibility of increasing the revenues from the electricity sale, considering the
variability of energy prices between peak and valley hours.
On the other hand, other important functionality of the RES-DU product will be based on the possibility of
offering advisement for dimensioning future hybrid power plant, optimizing the configuration according to
the electricity system requirements, as well as, optimizing future retrofit of existing renewable and storage
units.
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4.4

CROSSBOW REGIONAL STORAGE COORDINATION CENTRE (STO-CC)

Following the same approach as the RES-CC, storage units
require specific real-time monitoring and control, especially
when they become relevant to the operation of transmission
networks. CROSSBOW will develop a Regional Storage
Coordination Centre (STO-CC) to provide, similarly to RES, realtime supervision and control, incident management, seamless
interaction with system operators and optimisation of
installations.
The same cloud-based and hierarchical approach as the one
described for the RES-CC will be used for the STO-CC. The
solution will be designed to interface different storage units –
Figure 18: CROSSBOW STO-CC
i.e. different vendors and different technologies. The focus will
be on hydro and chemical storage. The first one is largely adopted in the region, and the coordination of
assets management is not only a requirement from the energy system operators, but also an environmental
need for the region. The second one is expected to reach high penetration in Europe in the coming years,
and it will enable the provision of specific ancillary services to be monitored and trigger from the STO-CC –
i.e. frequency and voltage regulation.
Moreover, the STO-CC will be able to interact with other innovative products being developed within the
project that rely on the use of storage. In this way, the CROSSBOW Virtual Storage Plans will be monitored
and configured from the STO-CC, and the Hybrid Dispatchable Unit will be considered too as a potential
storage unit.

4.5

CROSSBOW VIRTUAL STORAGE PLANTS (VSP)

The CROSSBOW VSP platform implements control algorithms
for the optimal coordination of available energy storage units to
provide frequency support, voltage regulation and congestion
management. It provides functionalities like: 1) optimal
selection of suitable VSP units to provide frequency/voltage
support to the grid; 2) maximisation of frequency/voltage
support capabilities of existing storage technologies through
coordinated management of VSP units; 3) optimal use of VSP to
mitigate imbalance, store energy surplus and modulate market
offers.
The VSP platform is capable of integrating the characteristics
Figure 19: CROSSBOW VSP
and limitations of distributed individual storage units – using the
same or different storage technologies – while maximizing their performance and reducing additional costs
stemming from not-optimal usage. The CROSSBOW VSP tool should be able to send charge/discharge and
control commands, as well as power set points, to the optimally identified storage systems included in the
VSP. System Operators will be offered specific services to use the VSP tool as primary and secondary reserve
or congestion management, while energy producers and retailers will be able to use the VSP platform to
mitigate imbalance, store energy surplus and modulate market offers considering not only the production,
but also the storage capability for steady state and dynamic support of the network and provision of required
quality of supply. The developed VSP tool will either enhance the existing mechanisms applied in the
transmission and/or distribution systems, or suggest new ones, in particular with respect to increasing RES
penetration and facilitating TSO-DSO cooperation, as these are still at their infancy in many European and
world-wide networks.
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4.6

CROSSBOW WAMAS SYSTEM (WAMAS)

It consists of an advanced real-time central system and a number of time
synchronised acquisition units as shown in Figure 22. The system is used
for real-time data exchange between TSOs, DSOs, RESs and storage
devices and provides information about storage availability,
congestions, and warnings when e.g. power system operates close to
the limits, etc.
The system will also perform control actions to maintain stable
operation of the power system. The goal is to ensure the stable power
system operation with integration or RES and storages in dynamic
electricity market conditions.
WAMAS acquires data from:
-

PMUs.

-

RTUs.

-

IEDS.

-

Smart meters.

-

SCADA.

Figure 20: CROSSBOW WAMAS

Real-time analyses are divided into levels related to required data resolution:
-

High resolution data in range between 20-100 ms used for WAMS/WAMPAC functions.

-

Medium and low-resolution data in range of seconds/minutes used for state estimation, forecasting,
and voltage.

Results of real-time analysis functions are sent to TSOs/DSOs SCADA systems or to substation automation
devices.
Part of the WAMAS are also services like:
-

Forecasting.

-

State estimation.

-

Etc.
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Figure 21: WAMAS Concept

WAMAS real-time data processing concept is based on two processing parts. The first part will be
WAProtector as the central data concentrator with real time data analysis. The second part will be external
services, which can run on different platforms as Matlab, etc. These external services will use data from
WAProtector as input and based on that provide external data analysis. The example of such service can be
service for forecasting and external system for state estimation. The results of such external services can be
used also as input data for WAProtector and as additional data for control actions or additional data analysis.
The concept is depicted in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: WAMAS analysis concept

4.7

CROSSBOW REGIONAL DSM INTEGRATION PLATFORM (DSM-IP)

The main CROSSBOW product involved in HLU6 will be the
Regional DSM integration platform, as the enabler for coordinated
DSM programs at a single TSO or multiple TSOs level. It will
facilitate cooperation, interaction and data exchange between the
TSOs and DSOs. The main information exchanged will be the
amount of flexibility (in terms of available energy) from the
accessible DSM providers, which can be single or aggregated
controllable users at TSO or DSO level.
CROSSBOW will propose a framework for the integration of
feasible Demand Side Management (DSM existing solutions into
the regional Transmission Network). For this purpose, an
Figure 23: CROSSBOW DSM-IP
interface will be designed that enables the cooperation,
interaction and data exchange between TSOs and DSOs. This interface will provide a platform that informs
TSOs about the amount of available energy from accessible controllable loads and the availability of services
that can be offered by the DSOs to TSOs.
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4.8

CROSSBOW WHOLESALE AND ANCILLARY MARKET TOOLSET (AM)

The TSOs have to maintain the balance between electricity
generation and consumption within their control areas at all
times. The CROSSBOW market tool will be configured to
simulate the exchange of demands and offers of both, energy
and capacity not only within one country but also among
countries through cross-border exchanges. For the performance
of this task, the TSOs need different types of active power
reserves which could be offered through system platforms. So
far different HLUs have been identified and described, covering
ancillary services market in general. Current idea is to present
two independent platforms:
1. System market platform for aFRR and mFRR.

Figure 24: CROSSBOW AM

2. Balancing Market platform.
First platform would be used for frequency restoration reserves (aFRR and mFRR) and second platform would
be used for so called balancing market which is conducted in intraday continuous mode. The difference
between both markets would be in the timings, products and design since the system market platform for
aFRR and mFRR would be much more complex and here the knowledge and ideas from current ongoing pilot
ENTSOE and TSO’s projects regarding ancillary services would be used. Moreover, also the measurement of
balancing energies within aFRP will be considered. On the other hand, the Balancing Market platform would
be conducted in a manner of intraday continuous trading so we would cover the wholesale market segment.
In both cases microservices architecture allowing optimal deployment and scalability of the platforms will be
used and demonstrated how real-time integration with the external platforms (TSOs) can be supported with
the use of APIs. Also, it will be demonstrated and explored how Blockchain ledger and smart contracts could
be explored to provide immutable storage, decentralization and automation. To reach that we need to
actively cooperate with TSOs, end-users and other project partners which are involved in creation of other
CROSSBOW products. CROSSBOW Cooperative ownership of flexibility assets (CFP).

4.9

COOPERATIVE OWNERSHIP OF FLEXIBILITY ASSETS (CFP)

An innovative business model with underlying ICT technology for
Cooperative Ownership of the Flexibility Assets will be specified,
developed, demonstrated and validated in CROSSBOW.
Although Flexibility Assets, like DR systems and Virtual Power
Plants, are becoming common providers of balancing services in
some European markets (Austria, France, Slovenia, UK, etc.) they
are normally owned and operated only by electricity retailers or
independent aggregators which business objectives might not
necessarily be aligned with their providers of flexibility
(consumers, prosumers, distributed generators, RES, storage
etc.). The cooperative ownership concept will be aligned with
existing regulation and general enough to support existing
Figure 25: CROSSBOW CFP
flexibility assets, like VPPs and DR systems. Furthermore, it will
by design enable multinational ownership of flexibility assets
what will increase the business opportunities and decrease some of the today’s technology uptake barriers.
The platform will be based on latest information technologies like blockchain and microservices. The required
interaction between the cooperative platform and the flexibility assets platforms will be managed by APIs
thus ensuring interoperability, wide coverage of different asset types and high operational efficiency.
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5

REQUIREMENTS

5.1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

5.1.1 Overview
The list of general requirements helps settling the high-level objectives of the project, thus helping to spread
a common understanding of the work to be developed. Several different perspectives of the energy field
have been considered – cultural, legal, regulatory and technical. This list contains the requirements that will
guide the first steps of the project, namely:
-

Objectives of the project that need to be considered at the design of the technological solutions.

-

Implications of the interoperability among the different technological solutions to be developed.

-

Horizontal technical requirements affecting all 9 interoperable CROSSBOW products.

5.1.2 Detailed requirements
All partners of the CROSSBOW project have participated – in parallel to the use cases definition – in the
definition of the project general requirements list.
The list of requirements covers different aspects around the objectives of the project. A short summary of
those includes:
-

Project objectives.

-

Technological solutions horizontal requirements.

An overview of all general requirements provided by the consortium can be found in table below.
Requirement ID
GR_001
GR_002
GR_003
GR_004

Description
All tools must provide methods/processes to delete private
data if requested by the data owner
Code duplication shall be avoided across the Crossbow
tools
A common bug tracker / ticket system (Redmine, ...) shall
be established
All tools should agree on a common data model

Type
Legal requirements
Maintainability and
support requirements
Maintainability and
support requirements
Maintainability and
support requirements

Table 1: Summary of General Requirements

5.2

ARCHITECTURAL REQUIREMENTS

5.2.1 Overview
The previously described general requirements focused on software requirements and concerned the
construction of a logical model; the product requirements described in this section are linked with the
definition of the scope and required functionalities of each individual product. In the same way, architectural
requirements concern construction of a physical model of the system. It deals with the specificities of how
products are internally built and how they interact among each other’s and with the external systems and
actors. Some of the architectural design concerns handled by the architectural requirements are [14]:
-

Physical system partitioning.

-

Allocation of tasks to components.
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o

High cohesion and low coupling = good / robust.

o

Low cohesion and high coupling = bad / fragile.

-

High cohesion (high element dependence inside components).

-

Low coupling (low component interdependence, so design is robust against change).

-

Component interface design.

-

Component reuse.

-

Choice of architecture to meet performance and other non-functional requirements.

-

Problem solution by divide and conquer.

Architectural requirements are considered project-wide and not product-wide, because even though the
system is composed of different products, the internal coherence is achieved by defining these architectural
requirements as the glue among them. Nevertheless, some of the product’s requirements may also specify
requirements that somehow define the products’ architecture. Those requirements are normally linked to
specific restrictions of the actors using them or to deployment constraints, and thus will not be considered
architectural requirements chosen for the system definition.

5.2.2 Detailed requirements
All technical partners of the CROSSBOW project have participated – in parallel to the use cases definition –
in the definition of the architectural requirements list. In next table the architectural requirements are
presented:
Requirement ID

Description

Type

ARC_001

All graphical user interfaces must be secured by some Security requirements
authentication mechanism

ARC_002

All the actions performed must be audited in an Security requirements
independent data repository

ARC_003

The system should be scalable

ARC_004

System components must be designed to cooperate in a in Maintainability
and
a loose coupled way
support requirements

ARC_005

Products shall be designed as small pieces of software Maintainability
and
(microservices)
support requirements

ARC_006

Products should be able to run in the cloud

ARC_007

Data repositories should comply local regulatory policies of Legal requirements
the countries where the tools are used

Operational
requirements

Maintainability
and
support requirements

Table 2: Summary of Architectural Requirements
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5.3

CROSSBOW ROC BALANCING COCKPIT

5.3.1 Overview
The HLU1 requirements that have been defined by the project partners during the first 7 months of the
project, are listed in the table below. These requirements can be divided in the following broad categories:
1. Data and information provision by the ROC (including ROC_001, ROC_002, ROC_003, ROC_004, ROC_005,
and ROC_008).
2. Definition and forecasts of parameters included in the ROC calculations (including ROC_007, ROC_009,
ROC_014, ROC_015, ROC_016, ROC_017, ROC_018, ROC_019, ROC_021, ROC_022, ROC_023, and
ROC_024).
3. Development of the core modelling and calculation methodologies employed in the services provided by
the ROC (including ROC_010, ROC_011, ROC_012, ROC_013, ROC_020, ROC_025, ROC_026, ROC_027,
ROC_028, ROC_029, and ROC_030).

5.3.2 Detailed requirements
Requirement ID

Description

ROC_001

ROC-BC should provide real-time information on available Functional and data
cross-border capacities for balancing energy exchange
requirements

ROC_002

ROC-BC should provide real-time information on costs of Functional and data
available balancing options in each control area
requirements

ROC_003

ROC-BC should provide real-time information on available Functional and data
balancing capacities’ energy prices
requirements

ROC_004

ROC-BC should provide real-time information on regional Functional and data
balancing energy merit order list
requirements

ROC_005

ROC-BC should provide common web platform for Functional and data
visualization of real-time information in each control area
requirements

ROC_007

ROC-BC shall provide Deterministic and probabilistic Functional and data
forecasts of peak demand in week-ahead basis
requirements

ROC_008

ROC-BC shall receive Real-time information about Functional and data
generation ramp-up capability in each control area
requirements

ROC_009

ROC-BC shall receive Intraday forecast information about Functional and data
generation ramp-up capability in each control area
requirements

ROC_010

When current and forecasted values are available ROC shall Security requirements
perform a security analysis

ROC_011

When current and forecasted values are available ROC shall Security requirements
perform Real-time assessment of restoration plans

ROC_012

ROC shall create daily Post-operation analysis and reporting Performance
requirements

ROC_013

If WAMAS technology is available ROC shall perform Real- Functional and data
time monitoring of region's HV power grid
requirements

ROC_014

When Deterministic and probabilistic forecasts are available Functional and data
ROC shall calculate the minimum and maximum renewable requirements
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output in week-ahead basis
ROC_015

When Deterministic and probabilistic forecasts are available Functional and data
ROC shall calculate the available controllable generation requirements
capacity in week-ahead basis

ROC_016

When Deterministic and probabilistic forecasts are available Functional and data
ROC shall calculate the available interconnection capacity in requirements
week-ahead basis

ROC_017

ROC shall fulfil adequacy assessments for year-ahead, week- The scope
ahead, day-ahead and intraday, based on acceptable product
capacity margin

ROC_018

ROC shall collect real time Operational data of reactive Functional and data
compensators and FACTS devices
requirements

ROC_019

When Connection status of OHL data are available, must be Functional and data
send to ROC
requirements

ROC_020

Algorithm for voltage management, optimising available
solutions at the regional level

ROC_021

When Data regarding reactive capabilities of generation Functional and data
plants are available, shall be sent to ROC
requirements

ROC_022

If Data regarding reactive capabilities of available demand Functional and data
response are available, shall be sent to ROC
requirements

ROC_023

If Data regarding reactive capabilities of available energy Functional and data
storage are available, shall be sent to ROC
requirements

ROC_024

If Outdoor temperature and wind data for dynamic line Functional and data
rating applications are available, shall be sent to ROC
requirements

ROC_025

Every year Thermal models of transmission lines for Functional and data
dynamic rating applications should be updated
requirements

ROC_026

Every month ROC shall Overview of all capacity calculation Relevant facts
methodologies in Europe
assumptions

and

ROC_027

ROC shall Review technical measures taken for congestion Relevant facts
management (network reconfiguration, operation of assumptions
transformer tap changers, conventional compensating
devices) after every occurred contingency

and

ROC_028

ROC every six month shall Review of non-technical Relevant facts
measures for congestion management (congestion pricing, assumptions
redispatching, load shedding)

and

ROC_029

When Transmission network models of each TSO area are Functional and data
changed, shall be sent to ROC
requirements

ROC_030

ROC shall be aware of the Comparison of market and Relevant facts
regulatory framework for provision of balancing services in assumptions
different countries

The scope
product

of

of

the

the

and

Table 3: Summary of ROC Requirements
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5.4

CROSSBOW RES REGIONAL COORDINATION CENTRE

5.4.1 Overview
Following the examples of already existing national RES Control Centres [15] – acting between TSO and RES
producers – CROSSBOW will propose a Regional Coordination Centre platform (RES-CC) to:
1. Provide real-time supervision and control;
2. manage incidents in real time, speeding up their correction, either remotely or in coordination with
local services, and achieving higher availability rates for installations;
3. support electric power management, sending the systems operators in the region and the ROC the
production forecasts;
4. interact with the operators and ROC, sending real-time data on each generation facility, which enables
the calculation of the electric power production that can be sent to the grid and maximize the
contribution of RES to the system; and
5. provide data recording, analysis to optimize the availability and efficiency of the installations,
substations and HV lines to guarantee the delivery of the energy generated.
For building the requirements of the tool we have tried to summarize what the RES plant operator would
need. The requirements obtained have been partially based on requirements of other web applications used
for managing and exploiting sets of assets in other contexts.
The different interfaces are also introduced as requirements, including the connection with the system
operator for the reception of commands and connection with the physical assets.

5.4.2 Detailed requirements
Requirement ID

Description

Type

RCC_001

The RES-CC must have a web GUI

Relevant facts
assumptions

and

RCC_002

Access to RES-CCGUI must be secured by a user/password Relevant facts
mechanism
assumptions

and

RCC_003

The System must be able to monitor its own operation.

RCC_004

The elements that can be monitored should be the Functional and data
following: Computers, communication elements, storage requirements
devices, processes, software components, files.

RCC_005

From the User Interface it will be possible to stop or start Functional and data
the control system.
requirements

RCC_006

The RES-CC shall generate audit information on the Functional and data
operation of its components.
requirements

RCC_007

The RES-CC shall be able to re-start its components when it Functional and data
detects that they have failed.
requirements

RCC_008

The RES-CC must integrate an IP communications monitor Functional and data
that performs the monitoring of IP communications of all its requirements
components.
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RCC_009

The RES-CC shall have a Communications Manager that Functional and data
monitors and controls communications between all its requirements
elements.

RCC_010

The RES-CC shall have an Operation Monitor of the Functional and data
equipment that compose it.
requirements

RCC_011

The RES-CC shall have a Time Synchronizer in charge of Functional and data
keeping the time of all the controlled elements coherent.
requirements

RCC_012

The RES-CC shall allow users to see the time in the user Functional and data
interfaces in the time zone they consider appropriate.
requirements

RCC_013

The RES-CC shall have a Model to represent the elements Functional and data
that compose it.
requirements

RCC_014

The RES-CC must have an interactive Utility that allows the Functional and data
definition of the models of the elements that compose it.
requirements

RCC_015

There should be a procedure for determining if there is a Functional and data
gap in the data acquired
requirements

RCC_016

If missing data is identified, a procedure for the recovery of Functional and data
the missing data shall be triggered.
requirements

RCC_017

There should be a procedure for checking the quality of the Functional and data
acquired data.
requirements

RCC_018

The RES-CC shall store data quality information so that it can Functional and data
be analysed by the users.
requirements

RCC_019

The RES-CC must manage the following events: Actuation, Functional and data
Alarm, Audit, Failure, Warning, Configuration Change, requirements
Status Change, Communication, Error, Incidence, Message,
User Note, Notification and Trace.

RCC_020

The RES-CC shall consider the following control mode states Functional and data
for the element controlled by the System: System and Local. requirements

RCC_021

If a controlled element is in the System Control Mode, the Functional and data
RES-CC control system should determine the actions to be requirements
carried out.

RCC_022

If a controlled element is in the Local control Mode, the RES- Functional and data
CC should not perform control action on the element
requirements

RCC_023

Every order generated by the components of the RES-CC Functional and data
should have a priority associated
requirements

RCC_024

The user interface of the RES-CC should be based on Web Usability and humanity
technology.
requirements

RCC_025

The user interface of the RES-CC could be displayed on one Usability and humanity
or more screens of a single computer.
requirements

RCC_026

Access to the User Interface shall only be allowed to Security requirements
authorised users.
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RCC_027

The Profile associated to the user shall determine the Functional and data
functionalities offered to the user in the GUI
requirements

RCC_028

The Profile associated to the user shall determine the set of Functional and data
rights associated to the user.
requirements

RCC_029

The RES-CC GUI should feature a procedure that allows the Functional and data
definition, modification, elimination and visualization of requirements
user data.

RCC_030

The RES-CC should audit all events associated with the Functional and data
actions carried out by the users
requirements

RCC_031

The RES-CC GUI should feature a procedure that allows to Functional and data
define, store, select, modify and eliminate workspaces.
requirements

RCC_032

The RES-CC workspaces shall comprise the configurable Functional and data
characteristics of the User Interface
requirements

RCC_033

The RES-CC GUI shall allow grouping commands from Functional and data
operators into groups of commands.
requirements

RCC_034

The RES-CC GUI shall allow the execution of single Functional and data
commands and Groups of commands, in fixed instants of requirements
time (one or more) and with the possibility of periodic
repetition.

RCC_035

The RES-CC GUI shall represent the elements with symbols Functional and data
indicating their type and status.
requirements

RCC_036

The RES-CC GUI shall feature dialogs associated with the Functional and data
different entities and groups of entities managed by the requirements
system.

RCC_037

The RES-CC GUI shall feature a Dialog for the Generation of Functional and data
Incidents.
requirements

RCC_038

The RES-CC GUI shall feature a Dialog of Notes for the Functional and data
definition of User Notes.
requirements

RCC_039

The RES-CC GUI shall feature a Dialog to generate Message Functional and data
Events destined to other users.
requirements

RCC_040

The RES-CC GUI shall display the list events generated by the Functional and data
different components of the system that could be filtered requirements
and sorted according to their characteristics.

RCC_041

The RES-CC GUI shall display the system entities in a Functional and data
hierarchical tree structure.
requirements

RCC_042

The RES-CC GUI shall feature a map with the different Functional and data
elements that compose the system.
requirements

RCC_043

The RES-CC GUI shall feature an electrical diagram with the Functional and data
different elements that compose the system.
requirements

RCC_044

The RES-CC GUI shall feature the graphic representation of Functional and data
the temporal evolution of one or two variables.
requirements
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RCC_045

The RES-CC GUI shall feature a list and the details of the Functional and data
production instructions generated and sent by the TSO
requirements

RCC_046

The RES-CC GUI shall feature information of the KPIs Functional and data
associated to the different entities
requirements

RCC_047

The RES-CC GUI shall allow the management of historical Functional and data
and statistical data.
requirements

RCC_048

The RES-CC GUI may display images associated with certain Functional and data
entities.
requirements

RCC_049

The RES-CC shall allow the management of power plants of Functional and data
these types: wind farms, photovoltaic power plants, requirements
concentrated solar power plants, hydraulic power plants &
biomass power plants.

RCC_050

The RES-CC shall allow the management of auxiliary Functional and data
elements to the generation plants such as electrical requirements
substations, transmission lines, storage units, etc.

RCC_051

The RES-CC shall store historical information related to Functional and data
measures and events.
requirements

RCC_052

The RES-CC will perform a hierarchical and temporal Functional and data
integration of the measurement data, prior to its storage.
requirements

RCC_053

The RES-CC shall feature Reports.

RCC_054

The RES-CC shall have a software adapter that allows its Functional and data
communication with the generation centres and other requirements
auxiliary elements.

RCC_055

RES-CC should provide real time information on available Functional and data
cross-border capacities
requirements

RCC_056

RES-CC should provide real time information on RES Functional and data
production in each control area
requirements

RCC_057

RES-CC should provide short term forecast of RES Functional and data
production in each control area
requirements

RCC_058

RES-CC should provide short term ACE forecast for each
control area

RCC_059

RES-CC should offer a possibility to perform short term Functional and data
regional operational security assessment
requirements

RCC_060

RES-CC should provide common web platform for Functional and data
visualization of real time information in each control area
requirements

Functional and data
requirements

Functional and data
requirements

Table 4: Summary of RES-CC Requirements
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5.5

CROSSBOW HYBRID RES DISPATCHABLE UNIT

5.5.1 Overview
Considering the development in previous projects (GRIDSOL project) as well as the needs of the market,
generators and different actors of each grid system (TSO, DSO, System Operator, etc.), CROSSBOW will
propose a RES DISPATCHABLE UNIT (RES-DU) to:
1. Increase RES penetration, due to the low or zero distortion in the electricity market, thanks to its high
level of flexible generation and enhanced grid stability.
2. Consequently, CO2 emission reduction according to the EU guidelines.
3. Provide ancillary services to the electric system in a same way that conventional sources do (like
combine cycle plants).
4. Provide forecasting of the RES & STORAGE operation according to the weather and electricity demand
forecasting.
5. Support to the System Operator considering characterization of variation RES energy production
depending on power plant size and type.
6. Definition of storage-based alternatives to mitigate RES variations.

5.5.2 Detailed requirements
As in previous chapters all technical partners of the CROSSBOW project have participated in the definition of
CROSSBOW Hybrid RES Dispatchable Unit requirements list. It is presented in the table below:
Requirement ID

Description

RDU_001

The RES-DU requires Annual Electricity Demand curve data Functional and data
and Annual Electricity Production curve data
requirements

RDU_002

The RES-DU requires the last full year wholesale energy
price data

RDU_003

The RES-DU requires Installed Power capacity per Functional and data
technology in each national electric system
requirements

RDU_004

The RES-DU requires the selection of a promising site where Functional and data
locate a New Hybrid power plant
requirements

RDU_005

The RES-DU requires a Typical meteorological year file Functional and data
(TMY) for the selected location
requirements

RDU_006

The RES-DU requires the location of the available Functional and data
connection points at transmission level
requirements

RDU_007

The RES-DU requires
technology (if apply)

RDU_008

The RES-DU requires the Grid requirement at country level. Functional and data
Considering requirements for Generators (RfG/network requirements
codes - COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) 2016/631)

RDU_009

The RES-DU requires the Wholesale Electricity Market rules Functional and data
at country level
requirements
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RDU_010

The RES-DU requires the Regulatory framework for the Functional and data
provision of ancillary services of each country/region
requirements

RDU_011

RES-DU framework must simulate the behaviour of The purpose of the
batteries with different characteristics/technologies
product

RDU_012

RES-DU must manage dispatchable and non-dispatchable RDU_012
RES (start, stop and regulation through the local control
system)

RDU_013

RES-DU must provide updated status information (including RDU_013
main electrical parameters) of RES & STORAGE power plants
during Hybrid Power Plant Operation

RDU_014

RES-DU will consider the network codes for grid connection RDU_014
of generators for new hybrid power plants design

RDU_015

RES-DU will require information about demand forecast RDU_015
(day-ahead market - 24h)

RDU_016

RES-DU must be able to read a weather forecast for the
operation period (i.e. 24 hours)

RDU_017

RES-DU will provide a production profile (active and RDU_017
reactive) for each managed power generating unit and for
the power grid connection point (i.e. 24 hours)

RDU_018

RES-DU must be able to apply price-based strategies RDU_018
considering energy market characteristics and set of
ancillary services to be provided

RDU_019

RES-DU must be able to read a profile of scheduled energy RDU_019
for a given time horizon (It can include the base energy
profile and any reserve assignment so far)

RDU_020

RES-DU must be able to read a profile scheduled capacity RDU_020
(primary, secondary and tertiary reserve) for a time horizon
and step length

RDU_016

Table 5: Summary of RES-DU Requirements

5.6

CROSSBOW REGIONAL STORAGE COORDINATION CENTRE

5.6.1 Overview
This CROSSBOW product will be developed through advanced algorithms that would allow the optimal
management and coordination of distributed, cross-border storage units participating in the STO-CC to
provide multiple services. The implementation of such algorithms will ensure the optimum operation of the
TNs and will coordinate the required actions to utilize and maximize the benefits from distributed, crossborder energy storage units. The main goal is to develop a techno-economic frameworks and algorithms for
advanced coordinated use of distributed storage units for improvement of cross-border power transfers and
associated issues (e.g., voltage and frequency regulation) at national and regional level.

5.6.2 Detailed requirements
In order to achieve these ambitious targets of this CROSSBOW product, the following requirements have
been identified to be delivered by the pre-identified TSOs:
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Requirement ID

Description

Type

STORAGE_001

The STORAGE requires historical data, including storage and Functional and
generation measurement, storage usage profiles, state of requirements
charge, etc.

data

STORAGE _002

The STORAGE requires network topology data

Functional and
requirements

data

STORAGE _003

The STORAGE requires the STORAGE units to be connected
to the power network

Functional and
requirements

data

STORAGE _004

The STORAGE requires real time monitoring data for each
STORAGE unit

Functional and
requirements

data

STORAGE _005

The STORAGE requires real-time control for each VSP unit

Functional and
requirements

data

STORAGE _006

The STORAGE requires that sampling rate of the STORAGE Functional and
monitoring systems should be adequate for steady-state requirements
and dynamic performance monitoring (from less than one
second to several seconds)

data

STORAGE _007

The STORAGE monitoring data should be collected at Functional and
ROC/TSO/dedicated control centre level
requirements

data

STORAGE _008

The STORAGE platform should be a decision-making entity, Functional and
with software processing (in real-time) information about requirements
the network conditions and available flexibility/status of the
STORAGE units

data

STORAGE _009

The decision information produced by the STORAGE Functional and
platform is dispatched to relevant STORAGE units
requirements

data

STORAGE _010

The available capacity and flexibility of STORAGE resources Functional and
should be above a certain threshold, defined by the network requirements
service these resources are providing

data

STORAGE _011

Information collection from STORAGE units should comply
with data privacy and security requirements

STORAGE 012

Automatic control of STORAGE assets has to be provided in Functional and
cases where fast response is required (for example for fast requirements
frequency regulation)

data

STORAGE 013

STORAGE availability will have to be reported by STORAGE Functional and
providers in advance, e.g. minutes ahead, day ahead, on a requirements
seasonal basis, depending on intended service to be
provided

data

Security requirements

Table 6: Summary of STO-CC Requirements
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5.7

CROSSBOW VIRTUAL STORAGE PLANTS

5.7.1 Overview
A Virtual Storage Plant (VSP) is an aggregation of energy storage resources that can: i) be geographically
spread across different locations; ii) be treated as a single large storage resource from the grid operator’s
perspective; iii) use any combination of energy storage technologies, (small, e.g., batteries, super capacitors,
flywheel, superconducting magnetic energy storage, and large e.g., compressed air, hydro) to provide grid
support in existing and future transmission networks at regional and global level. CROSSBOW will propose a
platform for different stakeholders to promote and adopt the use of VSPs. The CROSSBOW VSP platform
implements control algorithms for the optimal coordination of available energy storage units to provide the
frequency support, voltage regulation and congestion management.
System Operators will be offered specific functionalities to use VSP as primary and secondary reserve,
congestion management and transmission and distribution deferral; whilst energy producers and retailers
will be able to use the VSP platform to mitigate imbalance, store energy surplus and modulate market offers
considering not only the production, but also the storage capability for steady state and dynamic support of
the network and provision of required quality of supply. When large storage is not available to support the
excess of RES production in the same country or in a neighbouring one, the CROSSBOW VSP platform will
provide the coordinated use of a set of smaller geographically dispersed storage units, which might also
consider the need for close collaboration with DSOs.

5.7.2 Detailed requirements
Requirement ID

Description

VSP_001

The VSP requires historical data, including storage and Functional and
generation measurement, storage usage profiles, state of requirements
charge, etc.

data

VSP _002

The VSP requires network topology data

Functional and
requirements

data

VSP_003

The VSP requires the VSP units should be connected to the
power network

Functional and
requirements

data

VSP_004

The VSP requires real time monitoring data for each VSP
unit

Functional and
requirements

data

VSP_005

The VSP requires real-time control for each VSP unit

VSP_006

The VSP requires that sampling rate of the VSP monitoring Functional and
systems should be adequate for steady-state and dynamic requirements
performance monitoring (from less than one second to
several seconds)

data

VSP_007

The VSP monitoring data should be collected at Functional and
ROC/TSO/dedicated control centre
requirements

data

VSP_008

The VSP platform should be a decision-making entity, with Functional and
software processing (in real-time) information about the requirements
network conditions and available flexibility/status of the
VSP units

data
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VSP_009

The decision information produced by the VSP platform is Functional and
dispatched to relevant VSP units
requirements

data

VSP_010

The available capacity and flexibility of VSP storage Functional and
resources should be above a certain threshold, defined by requirements
the network service these resources are providing

data

VSP_011

Information collection from VSP storage units should
comply with data privacy and security requirements

VSP_012

Automatic control of VSP assets has to be provided in cases Functional and
where fast response is required (for example for fast requirements
frequency regulation)

data

VSP_013

VSP availability will have to be reported by VSP providers in Functional and
advance, e.g. minutes ahead, day ahead, on a seasonal requirements
basis, depending on intended service to be provided by VSP

data

VSP_014

VSP should integrate the VHP ready [16] standard

The scope
product

VSP_015

VSP shall be closely integrated with the STO-CC

Operational
requirements

VSP_016

The VSP must have an interface to each market it shall
provide services to

Functional and
requirements

data

VSP_017

The VSP must have a module to forecast the flexibility of Functional and
connected storage systems
requirements

data

VSP_018

The VSP must provide an interface for TSOs to request
voltage/frequency/congestion support

data

Security requirements

of

Functional and
requirements

the

Table 7: Summary of VSP Requirements

5.8

CROSSBOW WAMAS SYSTEM

5.8.1 Overview
The WAMAS tool will be mainly used to increase the observability of the grid and help detecting problems
and determining their nature, cause and potential solution.
To that end, first the topologies of the grids of different countries will be incorporated in the tool; then real
time measures coming from different sources (PMUs, smart meters, RTUs, control centres, etc.) will reach
the system periodically. The WAMAS algorithms will allow to give some sense to this (potentially huge)
amount of information received and present the information to the operator so that it can take informed
decisions.
The WAMAS requirements describe the mentioned processes: data ingestion, data manipulation and data
representation to the operator.
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5.8.2 Detailed requirements
Requirement ID

Description

Type

WAM_001

The WAMAS system should integrate different
drivers
WAMAS should provide a mechanism to query or
push information
WAMAS must be able to ingest data from multiple
source types
WAMAS should support the ingestion of data
through M2M technologies
WAMAS should feature a database to store the
measures received
WAMAS database should be scalable
WAMAS should feature a state estimation
algorithm to identify and predict grid status
WAMAS should automatically trigger alerts based
on rules
WAMAS may use machine learning techniques and
models to trigger alarms
The WAMAS must have a responsive web UI

The scope of the product

WAM_002
WAM_003
WAM_004
WAM_005
WAM_006
WAM_007
WAM_008
WAM_009
WAM_010
WAM_011
WAM_012
WAM_013
WAM_014
WAM_015
WAM_016

The WAMAS GUI should depict the real time state
of the system
The WAMAS GUI should allow querying the
historical value of the measures stored
The WAMAS GUI should allow defining rules for
alerting
The WAMAS system should send identified alarms
to different destinations based on a configuration
WAMAS should feature an API to allow external
systems access the data
WAMAS API access should be secured

The scope of the product
Operational requirements
Operational requirements
Operational requirements
Performance requirements
Operational requirements
Operational requirements
Operational requirements
Usability and humanity
requirements
Usability and humanity
requirements
Usability and humanity
requirements
Usability and humanity
requirements
Usability and humanity
requirements
Operational requirements
Security requirements

Table 8: Summary of WAMAS Requirements

5.9

CROSSBOW REGIONAL DSM INTEGRATION PLATFORM

5.9.1 Overview
The main CROSSBOW product responsible for cross-border DSM will be the Regional DSM integration
platform (DSM IP), as the enabler for coordinated DSM programs at a single TSO or multiple TSOs level (the
latter one being orchestrated by ROC). It will facilitate cooperation, interaction and data exchange between
the TSOs and DSM providers. The main information exchanged will be the available/exchanged amount of
flexibility (in terms of available energy) from the accessible DSM providers, which can be single or aggregated
controllable users at TSO or DSO level. In order to provide efficient and reliable flexibility services, DSM IP
will rely on requirements given in the following section, but also on those defined for other CROSSBOW
products (mainly ROC and WAMAS).
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5.9.2 Detailed requirements
Requirement ID

Description

Type

DSM_001

The DSM requires historical data, including load and
generation measurement, DSM unit loading data, etc.

Functional and data
requirements

DSM _002

The DSM requires network topology data

Functional and data
requirements

DSM_003

The DSM requires the DSM units should be connected to
the power network

Functional and data
requirements

DSM_004

The DSM requires real time monitoring data for each DSM
unit

Functional and data
requirements

DSM_005

The DSM requires real-time control for each DSM unit

Functional and data
requirements

DSM_006

The DSM requires that sampling rate of the DSM monitoring Functional and data
systems should be adequate for steady-state and dynamic requirements
performance monitoring (from less than one second to
several seconds)

DSM_007

The DSM monitoring data should be collected at
ROC/TSO/dedicated control centre

DSM_008

The DSM integration platform should be a decision-making Functional and data
entity, with software processing (in real-time) information requirements
about the network conditions and available flexibility/status
of the DSM units

DSM_009

The decision information produced by the regional DSM Functional and data
integration platform is dispatched to relevant DSM units
requirements

DSM_010

The available capacity and flexibility of DSM resources Functional and data
should be above a certain threshold, defined by the network requirements
service these resources are providing

DSM 011

Automatic control of DSM assets has to be provided in cases Functional and data
where fast response is required (for example for fast requirements
frequency regulation)

DSM 012

DSM availability (load flexibility) will have to be reported by Functional and data
DSM providers in advance, e.g. minutes ahead, day ahead, requirements
on a seasonal basis, depending on intended service to be
provided by DSM

DSM_013

Information collection from DSM/storage units should Security requirements
comply with data privacy and security requirements

Functional and data
requirements

Table 9: Summary of DSM Requirements
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5.10 CROSSBOW WHOLESALE AND ANCILLARY MARKET TOOLSET
5.10.1 Overview
CROSSBOW Wholesale and Ancillary market toolset (AM) aims at providing an overview of the main principles
of the balancing and wholesale markets in the South-Eastern Europe. AM will propose the minimum set of
harmonization requirements of balancing services and products in short term wholesale market in order to
ease the participation of RES, DR and storage (flexibility assets). In addition, 2 multi-nodal market platforms
will be adapted and deployed, which will allow market players to integrate and interoperate on the
distributed concepts with minimum set of harmonized technical and data requirements for market
participation:


System market platform for secondary and tertiary regulation.



Balancing market platform.

Platforms will be separated and completely independent one from another and both of them will help market
participants to access to the market and TSO’s to balance the system. Efficient balancing markets ensure the
security of supply at the least cost and can deliver environmental benefits by reducing the need for back-up
generation. Platforms will be simple and robust and since they will be used by different users. During the
design and production phase we plan to introduce and demonstrate new innovative concepts, based on
blockchain technology, microservices and APIs to demonstrate the contractual and payment possibilities with
systematic assessment of their efficiency, transparency, scalability, interoperability, security and resilience,
and the overall impact on ancillary services- and wholesale electricity markets. Balancing energies
measurement will be also considered for a smooth and accurate reward of the Balancing Service Providers.

5.10.2 Detailed requirements
List of requirements is available in the table below.
Requirement ID

Description

Type

AM_001
AM_002

AM shall be a decentralized system
AM shall provide an API for other systems to
integrate .
AM should be based on microservice
architecture
AM shall be Scalable
Each market participant (registration) should
be validated and confirmed
AM shall be Integrated with an Accounting
system
AM shall use blockchain technology

The scope of the product
Functional and data
requirements
Functional and data
requirements
The scope of the product
Functional and data
requirements
Functional and data
requirements
Functional and data
requirements
Security requirements

AM_003
AM_004
AM_005
AM_006
AM_007
AM_008
AM_009

AM shall provide a secure and efficient
Identity and Access Management
AM shall support the Application supports
exporting of data in structured format

Functional and data
requirements

Table 10: Summary of AM Requirements
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5.11 COOPERATIVE OWNERSHIP OF FLEXIBILITY ASSETS PLATFORM
5.11.1 Overview
Following the examples of already existing VPPs – acting between TSO and/or DSO and RES producers –
CROSSBOW will propose a Cooperative Flexibility Platform (CFP) to:
1. Establish a shared transfer or dividends pay-out within the cooperative and other marketplaces.
2. Manage voting requests – on-line voting processes to support Democratic Governance, each voting
result will be recorded in blockchain, to enable historical tracking, secure archiving and preventing
fraud.
3. Enable money transfers within the CFP and with third parties, and to handle efficient and transparent
bookkeeping according to appropriate accounting standards.
4. Provide flexible capacity – bids.
5. Send near real time data from Flexibility service provider to TSO to perform validation and receive
back continues controlling signal (set-point) and redistribute this signal to the DR and DG assets, and
6. provide payments to the units via CFP platform.

5.11.2 Detailed requirements
Requirement ID

Description

Type

CFP_001

CFP shall be Cloud native and web-based application

Cooperative Flexibility
Platform (CFP)

CFP_002

CFP shall feature a secure and efficient Identity and Access Cooperative Flexibility
Management
Platform (CFP)

CFP _003

CFP shall provide an intuitive and user-friendly GUI

Cooperative Flexibility
Platform (CFP)

CFP _004

CFP shall use Blockchain technology

Cooperative Flexibility
Platform (CFP)

CFP _005

CFP should feature seamless integration with Flexibility Cooperative Flexibility
Platform
Platform (CFP)

CFP _006

CFP should be scalable

Functional and data
requirements

CFP _007

CFP shall be Integrated with an Accounting system

Cooperative Flexibility
Platform (CFP)

CFP _008

CFP shall be Integrated with a payment system

Cooperative Flexibility
Platform (CFP)

Table 11: Summary of CFP Requirements
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CONCLUSIONS

As a first step towards achieving the goals of the CROSSBOW project, deliverable D2.1 provides a description
of the initial requirements tailored to its envisioned outcomes. D2.1. is an outcome of Task 2.1 that elicited
the requirements of the project and it was jointly performed by all project partners to conform a wide and
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coherent understanding of the requirements specification. The project partners used the Volere
methodology to describe, formalize and track the project requirements in an explicit and unambiguous
manner.
The Volere methodology used helps building the set of requirements in a cooperative way by following an
iterative process with the following sequence of actions
1. All partners add new requirements or edit theirs.
2. All partners review the other partner’s requirements and identify objections, overlappings and
inconsistencies on them.
3. All partners review the problems identified in its requirement by other partners and eventually
change the requirements, delete them or add new ones. When the editor of the requirement
considers that the problem identified have been properly addressed, it marks the problem as
preliminarily solved.
4. The partners that have identified problems in the requirements review those marked as preliminarily
solved and assess that they are actually solved (double check, the identification of the problem and
the owner of the requirements should accept the correction).
5. When all problems are properly addressed, the iteration is marked as finished and the next one starts
in step 1 again.
A total amount of 239 requirements have been identified project wide. To facilitate the realization of the
technical WPs outcomes, the requirements were classified and prioritized as the starting point for the
development of the CROSSBOW tools, services and systems involved. More precisely, some requirements
regarding the overall architecture were defined to support the implementation of project’s vision and then
specific requirements have also been defined linked to each of the eight independent products that will be
developed to accomplish and demonstrate the project objectives.
The requirements presented in the document depict the initial version of the requirements obtained before
the developments and deployments starts. These requirements will not be closed after the analysis phase is
over, during the development phase, Agile methodology will be followed not only for the iterative
development but also for the iterative detailed modelling and requirements definition, therefore new
requirements may appear when specific systems are interfaced in the demo sites or as new problems are
identified. The new and modified requirements will be presented in the product development deliverables.
To sum up, this deliverable has provided a description of the requirements in order to achieve the CROSSBOW
vision. Although these requirements constitute the fundamental element for the realization of project’s use
cases that will be tested in the project’s pilot sites, the context of this deliverable is not restricted to the
project’s demonstration sites.
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Annex A. Detailed list of requirements
ID

Description

Classification

Type

AM_001

Decentralized system

CROSSBOW
Wholesale and
Ancillary Market
toolset

The scope of the
product

5

AM_002

API based integration with other systems

CROSSBOW
Wholesale and
Ancillary Market
toolset

Functional and
data
requirements

4

AM_003

Application should be
microservice architecture

CROSSBOW
Wholesale and
Ancillary Market
toolset

Functional and
data
requirements

4

AM_004

Scalability of the system

CROSSBOW
Wholesale and
Ancillary Market
toolset

The scope of the
product

5

AM_005

Each market participant (registration)
should be validated and confirmed

CROSSBOW
Wholesale and
Ancillary Market
toolset

Functional and
data
requirements

2

based

on
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

AM_006

Integration with Accounting system

CROSSBOW
Wholesale and
Ancillary Market
toolset

Functional and
data
requirements

5

AM_007

Utilization of blockchain technology

CROSSBOW
Wholesale and
Ancillary Market
toolset

Functional and
data
requirements

3

AM_008

Secure and efficient Identity and Access
Management

CROSSBOW
Wholesale and
Ancillary Market
toolset

Security
requirements

3

AM_009

Application supports exporting of data in
structured format

CROSSBOW
Wholesale and
Ancillary Market
toolset

Functional and
data
requirements

1

ARC_001 ¹

All graphical user interfaces must be
secured by some authentication
mechanism

Architecture

Security
requirements

5

user/password mechanism is the
minimal level. Other mechanisms
like certificates, biometric security,
etc. are also acceptable

ARC_002 ¹

All the actions performed must be
audited in an independent data
repository

Architecture

Security
requirements

there should be a traceability of
actions to identify problems

4

all action will be audited to these
system. The audit system will be
external and the applications and
subsystem must feature an
interface to audit the actions

ARC_003 ¹

The system should be scalable

Architecture

Operational
requirements

The system should be able to
accommodate new assets and
subsystems

4

Scalability is the capability of a
system, network, or process to
handle a growing amount of work,
or its potential to be enlarged to
accommodate that growth.
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

Rationale

ARC_004 ¹

system components must be designed to
cooperate in a in a loose coupled way

Architecture

Maintainability
and
support
requirements

ARC_005 ¹

Products shall be designed as small pieces
of software (microservices)

Architecture

Operational
requirements

ARC_006 ¹

Products should be able to run in the
cloud

Architecture

Maintainability
and
support
requirements

2

ARC_007 ¹

Data repositories should comply local
regulatory policies of the countries where
the tools are used

Architecture

Legal
requirements

5

CFP_001

Cloud-Native, web based application

Cooperative
ownership
of
flexibility assets
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

Technologies
used
for
the
development of CFP should support
web-based user and admin access,
usage and maintenance (automatic
and manual). Deployment should be
possible on public cloud.

Successful pass of
tests.

5

CFP_002

Secure and efficient Identity and Access
Management

Cooperative
ownership
of
flexibility assets
platform

Security
requirements

Identity access management (IAM)
systems should include all the
necessary controls and tools to
capture and record user login
information, manage the cooperative
database of user identities and

Successful pass of
tests.

5
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Priority
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systems are more robust and scalable
designed in that way
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In computing and systems design a
loosely coupled system is one in
which each of its components has,
or makes use of, little or no
knowledge of the definitions of
other separate components

building small programs doing single
things fosters system scalability

3
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

Rationale

Acceptance

Priority

Comments

manage the assignment and removal
of access privileges. Techn
CFP_003

Intuitive and user-friendly GUI

Cooperative
ownership
of
flexibility assets
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

GUI graphical design should be
modern, simple, and clear. Response
time reasonably fast. Information and
controls on single page should be
focused on specific functionality and
prioritized
(layered).
Overengineering needs to be avoided.
Embedded wizards

Successful pass of
tests.

5

CFP_004

Utilization of Aragon and Blockchain
technology

Cooperative
ownership
of
flexibility assets
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

Aragon is an underlying technology
for disintermediate creation and
maintenance
of
distributed
organizational structures by using
blockchain technology. Blockchain
technology provides a single shared
source of cryptographically verified
truth, secured by

Successful pass of
tests.
User
acceptance based
on predefined use
cases.

5

CFP_005

Seamless integration with Flexibility
Platform

Cooperative
ownership
of
flexibility assets
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

CFP is an organizational add-on to
flexibility platform(s) like VPPs, DRs,
VBs, MGs, etc. For optimal operation
of the complete system many
different data will be exchanged both
ways. This should be done via APIs,
using standardized web services in
open a

Successful pass of
tests.

5

CFP_010

Scalability of the system

Cooperative
ownership
of
flexibility assets
platform

The scope of the
product

Cooperatives expected to be of many
different sizes– comprising few big
RES or C&I resources, up to large
communities-residential prosumers.
Technically, adding new members
should be simple and straight forward
process. Consider system scalability.

Successful pass of
tests.

5

CFP_011

Integration with Accounting system

Cooperative
ownership
of
flexibility assets
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

A systematic and comprehensive
recording of financial transactions
pertaining to a cooperative business,
should be possible by integrating CFP

Successful pass of
integration tests.

4
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

Rationale

Acceptance

Priority

Comments

with selected third-party accounting
system.
CFP_012

Integration with payment system

Cooperative
ownership
of
flexibility assets
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

Cooperative will be paid for its
flexibility services. Furthermore, it
will have some expenses. Selected
third-party
payment
system,
integrated with CFP, should enable
fiat and crypto transfers within the
CFP and with third parties.

Successful pass of
integration tests.

4

DSM_010

The applications and devices will use
standards-based
communication
protocols such as IEC 62746 and/or IEC
61850

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

Using IEC 62746 and IEC 61850 allows
connection in vendor-independent
manner.

Compliance
to
industrial
standards,
interoperability
tests

5

Results of this work will be input to
the standardisation activities in WP
19.

DSM_011 ¹

The DSM requires the DSM units should
be connected to the power network

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

5

Aggregated DSM assets
at
distribution network level are still
to be considered

DSM_012 ¹

DSM availability (load flexibility) will have
to be reported by DSM providers in
advance, e.g. minutes ahead, day ahead,
on a seasonal basis, depending on
intended service to be provided by DSM

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

5

DSM_013 ¹

The DSM requires real time monitoring
data for each DSM unit

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

4

DSM_014 ¹

Automatic control of DSM assets has to
be provided in cases where fast response
is required (for example for fast
frequency regulation)

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

5

DSM_015 ¹

The DSM requires historical data,
including
load
and
generation
measurement, DSM unit loading data,
etc.

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

5

DSM_016 ¹

The DSM requires network topology data

CROSSBOW

Functional

5
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

Regional DSM
integration
platform

data
requirements

Rationale

Acceptance

Priority

DSM_017 ¹

The DSM requires real-time control for
each DSM unit

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

5

DSM_018 ¹

The DSM requires that sampling rate of
the DSM monitoring systems should be
adequate for steady-state and dynamic
performance monitoring (from less than
one second to several seconds)

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

5

DSM_019 ¹

The DSM monitoring data should be
collected at ROC/TSO/dedicated control
centre

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

5

DSM_020 ¹

The DSM integration platform should be
a decision-making entity, with software
processing (in real-time) information
about the network conditions and
available flexibility/status of the DSM
units

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

5

DSM_021 ¹

The decision information produced by
the regional DSM integration platform is
dispatched to relevant DSM units

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

5

DSM_022 ¹

The available capacity and flexibility of
DSM resources should be above a certain
threshold, defined by the network service
these resources are providing

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Functional and
data
requirements

5

DSM_023 ¹

Information collection from DSM/storage
units should comply with data privacy
and security requirements

CROSSBOW
Regional DSM
integration
platform

Security
requirements

5

GR_001

All
tools
must
provide
methods/processes to delete private

General
Requirements

Legal
requirements

3
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

Rationale

Duplicate code usually increases
development,
testing
and
maintenance efforts, so our tools
should share as much code/modules
as possible

Acceptance

Priority

Comments

data if requested by the data owner
GR_002

It should be avoided to have duplicate
code across the Crossbow tools

General
Requirements

Maintainability
and
support
requirements

GR_003

To reduce maintenance efforts, a
common bug tracker / ticket system
(Redmine, ...) should be established

General
Requirements

Maintainability
and
support
requirements

3

GR_004

To facilitate inter-tool compatibility and
code reusage, all tools should agree on a
common data model

General
Requirements

Maintainability
and
support
requirements

4

RCC_001 ²

The RES-CC must have a web GUI

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Relevant facts
and assumptions

The actor using the RCC will use a
browser to operate the system

a web GUI is given
to the user

4

RCC_002 ²

Access to RES-CC GUI must be secured by
a user/password mechanism

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Relevant facts
and assumptions

the operation of the RCC must be
secured

the GUI prevents
unauthorised
users to access the
system
and
operate

4

RCC_003 ²

The RES-CC must be able to monitor its
own operation.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_004 ²

The elements that can be monitored
should be the following: Computers,
communication
elements,
storage
devices,
processes,
software
components, files.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_005 ²

From the User Interface it will be possible
to stop or start the control system.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_006 ²

The

CROSSBOW RES

Functional

5

RES-CC

shall

generate

audit
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

information on the operation of its
components.

regional
Coordination
Centre

data
requirements

RCC_007 ²

The RES-CC shall be able to re-start its
components when it detects that they
have failed.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_008 ²

The RES-CC must integrate an IP
communications monitor that performs
the monitoring of IP communications of
all its components.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

3

RCC_009 ²

The RES-CC shall have a Communications
Manager that monitors and controls
communications
between all its
elements.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_010 ²

The RES-CC shall have an Operation
Monitor of the equipment that compose
it.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_011 ²

The RES-CC shall have a Time
Synchronizer in charge of keeping the
time of all the controlled elements
coherent.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_012 ²

The RES-CC shall allow users to see the
time in the user interfaces in the time
zone they consider appropriate.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_013 ²

The RES-CC shall have a Model to
represent the elements that compose it.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_014 ²

The RES-CC must have an interactive
Utility that allows the definition of the
models of the elements that compose it.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

RCC_015 ²

There should be a procedure for
determining if there is a gap in the data
acquired

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_016 ²

If missing data is identified, a procedure
for the recovery of the missing data shall
be triggered.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_017 ²

There should be a procedure for checking
the quality of the acquired data.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_018 ²

The RES-CC shall store data quality
information so that it can be analysed by
the users.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_019 ²

The System must manage the following
events: Actuation, Alarm, Audit, Failure,
Warning, Configuration Change, Status
Change,
Communication,
Error,
Incidence,
Message,
User
Note,
Notification and Trace.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_020 ²

The RES-CC shall consider the following
control mode states for the element
controlled by the System: System and
Local.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_021 ²

In the System Control Mode, it is the
control system itself that determines the
actions to be carried out.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_022 ²

If a controlled element is in the Local
control Mode, the RES-CC should not
perform control action on the element

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_023 ²

Every

CROSSBOW RES

Functional

5

order

generated

by

the
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

components of the RES-CC should have a
priority associated

regional
Coordination
Centre

data
requirements

RCC_024 ²

The user interface of the RES-CC should
be based on Web technology.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Usability
and
humanity
requirements

4

RCC_025 ²

The user interface of the RES-CC could be
displayed on one or more screens of a
single computer.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Usability
and
humanity
requirements

3

RCC_026 ²

Access to the User Interface shall only be
allowed to authorised users.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Security
requirements

5

RCC_027 ²

The Profile associated to the user shall
determine the functionalities offered to
the user in the GUI

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

3

RCC_028 ²

A Profile will establish which functions
are accessible to the user who uses it.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

3

RCC_029 ²

The RES-CC GUI should feature a
procedure that allows the definition,
modification,
elimination
and
visualization of user data.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

3

RCC_030 ²

The RES-CC should audit all events
associated with the actions carried out by
the users

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

2

RCC_031 ²

The RES-CC GUI should feature a
procedure that allows to define, store,
select, modify and eliminate workspaces.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

2
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

RCC_032 ²

The RES-CC workspaces shall comprise
the configurable characteristics of the
User Interface

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

2

RCC_033 ²

The RES-CC GUI shall allow grouping
commands from operators into groups of
commands.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

2

RCC_034 ²

The RES-CC GUI shall allow the execution
of single commands and Groups of
commands, in fixed instants of time (one
or more) and with the possibility of
periodic repetition.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

2

RCC_035 ²

The entities will be represented in the
User Interface as symbols indicating their
type and status.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_036 ²

The user interface will include dialogs
associated with the different entities and
groups of entities managed by the
system.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_037 ²

The User Interface will have a Dialog for
the Generation of Incidents.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

3

RCC_038 ²

The RES-CC GUI shall feature a Dialog of
Notes for the definition of User Notes.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

2

RCC_039 ²

The RES-CC GUI shall feature a Dialog to
generate Message Events destined to
other users.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

2

RCC_040 ²

The RES-CC GUI shall display the list
events generated by the different

CROSSBOW RES
regional

Functional
data

4
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

components of the system that could be
filtered and sorted according to their
characteristics.

Coordination
Centre

requirements

RCC_041 ²

The User Interface will have a dialog that
allows the management of system
entities through a tree structure.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_042 ²

The User Interface will allow the
representation on a map of the different
elements that compose the system.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_043 ²

The RES-CC GUI shall feature an electrical
diagram with the different elements that
compose the system.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

3

RCC_044 ²

The RES-CC GUI shall feature the graphic
representation of the temporal evolution
of one or two variables.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_045 ²

The RES-CC GUI shall feature a list and the
details of the production instructions
generated and sent by the TSO

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_046 ²

The RES-CC GUI shall feature information
of the KPIs associated to the different
entities

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

2

RCC_047 ²

The RES-CC GUI shall allow the
management of historical and statistical
data.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_048 ²

The RES-CC GUI may display images
associated with certain entities.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

2
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

RCC_049 ²

The RES-CC shall allow the management
of power plants of these types: wind
farms, photovoltaic power plants,
concentrated solar power plants,
hydraulic power plants & biomass power
plants.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_050 ²

The RES-CC shall allow the management
of auxiliary elements to the generation
plants such as electrical substations,
transmission lines, storage units, etc.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_051 ²

The RES-CC shall store historical
information related to measures and
events.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_052 ²

The System will perform a hierarchical
and temporal integration of the
information of the measurement data,
prior to its storage.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_053 ²

The RES-CC shall feature Reports.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

4

RCC_054 ²

The RES-CC shall have a software adapter
that allows its communication with the
generation centres and other auxiliary
elements.

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_055

RES-CC should provide real time
information on available cross-border
capacities

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_056

RES-CC should provide real time
information on RES production in each
control area

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_057

RES-CC should provide short term

CROSSBOW RES

Functional

5
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

Rationale

Acceptance

forecast of RES production in each control
area

regional
Coordination
Centre

data
requirements

RCC_058

RES-CC should provide short term ACE
forecast for each control area

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_059

RES-CC should offer a possibility to
perform short term regional operational
security assessment regar

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RCC_060

RES-CC should provide common web
platform for visualization of real time
information in each control area

CROSSBOW RES
regional
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

RDU_001

The RES-DU requires Annual Electricity
Demand curve data and Annual
Electricity Production curve data

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

Functional and
data
requirements

RES-DU
development
test/validation

and

Priority

5

Comments

The demand curve must include:
.-A full year data
.-Hourly time step
.-Production
Breakdown
technology (PV, wind, etc.)

RDU_002

The RES-DU requires the last full year
wholesale energy price data

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

Functional and
data
requirements

RES-DU
development
test/validation

and

5

by

The data must include:
.- A full year data (for example:
01/01/2017 to 31/12/2017 or
previous year available)
.-Hourly time step
.-Which concepts are including in
the price (day-ahead, intraday,
ancillary service, etc.)

RDU_003

The RES-DU requires Installed Power
capacity per technology in each national
electric system

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

Functional and
data
requirements

RES-DU development/test

3

To define installed capacity per
technology in your national electric
system

RDU_004

The RES-DU requires the selection of a

CROSSBOW

Functional

RES-DU

2

To identify a promising site for the
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ID

RDU_005

Description

Classification

Type

Rationale

Acceptance

promising site where locate a New RESDU development

hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

data
requirements

model

The RES-DU requires a Typical
meteorological year file (TMY) for the
location each PV or Wind power plant

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

Functional and
data
requirements

RES-DU
development
test/validation

Priority

Comments
new development. Area required
for installation a new renewable
energy plant, and ratio m2/MW per
technology (if apply, according your
national regulatory system

and

3

The TMY must correspond for a
place where a PV or Wind Power
plant could be/is installed. This file
must include (at least) following
data:
- Hourly data
- Wind velocity and direction
- Global and Direct Solar Radiation
- Ambient
pressure

RDU_006

Available
connection
transmission level

RDU_007

points

and

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

Functional and
data
requirements

RES-DU validation/Business model

3

The data must include the available
connection points in your electric
system for new 100% renewable
energy plants, and transmission line
scheme for you country. Please
identify the voltage level at
connection point.

Energy/Power limitation per technology

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

Functional and
data
requirements

RES-DU
development
test/validation

and

5

The data must include the
production limit per technology
along hour/day/month/year (if
apply)

RDU_008

Grid requirement at country level. Taking
into
account
requirements
for
Generators (RfG/network codes COMMISSION
REGULATION
(EU)
2016/631)

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

Functional and
data
requirements

RES-DU
development
test/validation

and

5

The data/documentation must
include the regulation applied for
stablishing
the
generators
requirements and its connection to
the electric system. If network
codes at country level are different,
please include the reference
information.

RDU_009

Wholesale Electricity Market rules at

CROSSBOW

Functional

RES-DU

and

5

Market rules should include priority
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

Rationale

country level

hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

data
requirements

test/validation

RDU_010

Regulatory framework for the provision
of ancillary services

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

Functional and
data
requirements

RES-DU development and validation

5

RDU_011

RES-DU framework must simulate the
behaviour of batteries with different
characteristics/technologies

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

The purpose of
the product

the analysis of the feasibility of the
hybrid units will make use of
simulator results using different
battery models/technologies

3

RDU_012 ¹

RES-DU must manage dispatchable and
non dispatchable RES (start, stop and
regulation through the local control
system)

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

The scope of the
product

5

RDU_013 ¹

RES-DU must provide updated status
information (including main electrical
parameters) of RES & STORAGE
technologies during Hybrid Power Plant
Operation

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

The scope of the
product

5

RDU_014 ¹

RES-DU will consider the network codes
for grid connection of generators for new
hybrid power plants design

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

The scope of the
product

5

RDU_015 ¹

RES-DU will require information about
demand forecast (day-ahead market 24h)

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

The scope of the
product

5

RDU_016 ¹

RES-DU must be able to read a weather
forecast for the operation period (i.e. 24
hours)

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

The scope of the
product

5

RDU_017 ¹

RES-DU will provide a production profile

CROSSBOW

The scope of the

5

D2.1 CROSSBOW project requirements definition

Acceptance

Priority

Comments
of dispatch, RES penetration limits,
etc. Please provide the documents
(regulatory framework) related to
the Electricity market operation.
The data/documentation must
include the regulation applied for
calculating the prices of ancillary
services and how they are managed
(balancing
market,
ancillary
services market, etc.)
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

(active and reactive) for each managed
power generating unit and for the power
grid connection point (i.e. 24 hours)

hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

product

RDU_018 ¹

RES-DU must be able to apply price based
strategies considering energy market
characteristics and set of ancillary
services to be provided

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

The scope of the
product

5

RDU_019 ¹

RES-DU must be able to read a profile of
scheduled energy for a given time horizon
(It can includes the base energy profile
and any reserve assignment so far)

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

The scope of the
product

5

RDU_020 ¹

RES-DU must be able to read a profile
scheduled capacity (primary, secondary
and tertiary reserve) for a time horizon
and step length

CROSSBOW
hybrid
RES
dispatchable
unit

The scope of the
product

5

ROC_001

ROC-BC should provide real-time
information on available cross-border
capacities for balancing energy exchange

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_002

ROC-BC should provide real-time
information on available balancing
capacities in each control area

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_003

ROC-BC should provide
information on available
capacities energy prices

real-time
balancing

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_004

ROC-BC should provide real-time
information on regional balancing energy
merit order list

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_005

ROC-BC should provide common web
platform for visualization of real-time
information in each control area

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_007

Deterministic and probabilistic forecasts
of peak demand in week-ahead basis

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_008

Real-time information about generation
ramp-up capability in each control area

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing

Functional
data
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

cockpit

requirements

Rationale

Acceptance

ROC_009

Intraday forecast information about
generation ramp-up capability in each
control area

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

Region's
assessment

capability

5

ROC_010

Real-time security analysis

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Security
requirements

Assessment of the Region's stability
index

5

ROC_011

Real-time assessment of restoration
plans

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Security
requirements

ROC_012

Post-operation analysis and reporting

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Performance
requirements

Assessment of operation procedure

5

ROC_013

Real-time monitoring of region's HV
power grid

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

Operation assessment

5

ROC_014

Deterministic and probabilistic forecasts
of minimum and maximum renewable
output in week-ahead basis

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_015

Deterministic and probabilistic forecasts
of available controllable generation
capacity in week-ahead basis

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_016

Deterministic and probabilistic forecasts
of available interconnection capacity in
week-ahead basis

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_017

Definition of acceptable capacity margin
for adequacy assessments

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

The scope of the
product

5

ROC_018

Operational
data
of
reactive
compensators and FACTS devices at the
ROC

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_019

Connection status of OHL at ROC

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5
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Classification

Type

ROC_020

Algorithm for voltage management,
optimising available solutions at the
regional level

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

The scope of the
product

5

ROC_021

Data regarding reactive capabilities of
generation plants

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_022

Data regarding reactive capabilities of
available demand response

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

3

ROC_023

Data regarding reactive capabilities of
available energy storage

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

3

ROC_024

Outdoor temperature and wind data for
dynamic line rating applications

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_025

Thermal models of transmission lines for
dynamic rating applications

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_026

Overview of all capacity calculation
methodologies in Europe

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Relevant facts
and assumptions

5

ROC_027

Review of technical measures for
congestion
management
(network
reconfiguration,
operation
of
transformer tap changers, conventional
compensating devices)

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Relevant facts
and assumptions

5

ROC_028

Review of non-technical measures for
congestion management (congestion
pricing, redispatching, load shedding)

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Relevant facts
and assumptions

5

ROC_029

Transmission network models of each
TSO area

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing
cockpit

Functional and
data
requirements

5

ROC_030

Comparison of market and regulatory
framework for provision of balancing

CROSSBOW ROC
balancing

Relevant facts
and assumptions

5
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ID

Description

Classification

services in different countries

cockpit

STO_001

The STO-CC must have a GUI

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_002

THE STO-CC must feature an interface to
hydro storage systems and VSPs

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_003

The STO-CC will store historical data
related to measures and events

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_004

The GUI should
monitoring data

current

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_005

The STO-CC must provide a method to
add and remove storage units

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

The scope of the
product

5

STO_006

STO-CC should provide real-time
information on available cross-border
capacities

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_007

STO-CC should provide real-time
information on available storage
capacities in each control area

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

illustrate
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Description

Classification

Type

STO_008

STO-CC should provide real-time
information on prices for energy storage

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_009

STO-CC should provide short term
forecast of energy prices in region in case
the storage facility is owned by TSO/DSO.

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_010

STO-CC should offer a possibility to
perform optimization of regional energy
storage process

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_011

The STO-CC must provide an efficient link
to WAMAS to quickly import incidents
identified by WAMAS

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Usability
and
humanity
requirements

2

STO_012

The STO-CC must provide an overview of
connected storage units (e.g., as a mapview)

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Usability
and
humanity
requirements

4

STO_013

VSP should provide common web
platform for visualization of real time
information in each control area

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_014

Method to configure grid support
features of storage units

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

The scope of the
product

5

The STO shall provide a mechanism
to (re)configure the various grid
supportive features (Q-vs-f, Q-vs-V,
Q-vs-P, P-vs-f, ...) of its connected
storages.

STO_019 ¹

STO-CC shall be closely integrated with

CROSSBOW

Operational

4

The following might be useful
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Acceptance
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they appear to be valuable to the
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

Rationale

the VSP

Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

requirements

requiring close collaboration and
intense data flow between both tools,
it appears to be useful to have both
tools somehow integrated with each
other.

Acceptance

Priority

Comments
approaches:
* regard VSP as some kind of subcomponent to STO-CC
* regard VSP and STO-CC as
companion-components running
side-by-side
* regard VSP as a special instance of
STO-CC, but with a different scope
(e.g. controlling a smaller region)

STO_020 ¹

The STORAGE requires historical data,
including storage and generation
measurement, storage usage profiles,
state of charge, etc.

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_021 ¹

The STORAGE requires network topology
data

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_022 ¹

The STORAGE requires the STORAGE
units to be connected to the power
network

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_023 ¹

The STORAGE requires real time
monitoring data for each STORAGE unit

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_024 ¹

The STORAGE requires real-time control
for each VSP unit

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_025 ¹

The STORAGE requires that sampling rate

CROSSBOW

Functional

5
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

of the STORAGE monitoring systems
should be adequate for steady-state and
dynamic performance monitoring (from
less than one second to several seconds)

Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

data
requirements

STO_026 ¹

The STORAGE monitoring data should be
collected at ROC/TSO/dedicated control
centre level

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_027 ¹

The STORAGE platform should be a
decision-making entity, with software
processing (in real-time) information
about the network conditions and
available flexibility/status of the
STORAGE units

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_028 ¹

The decision information produced by
the STORAGE platform is dispatched to
relevant STORAGE units

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_029 ¹

The available capacity and flexibility of
STORAGE resources should be above a
certain threshold, defined by the network
service these resources are providing

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_030 ¹

Information collection from STORAGE
units should comply with data privacy
and security requirements

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Security
requirements

5

STO_031 ¹

Automatic control of STORAGE assets has
to be provided in cases where fast
response is required (for example for fast
frequency regulation)

CROSSBOW
Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

Functional and
data
requirements

5

STO_032 ¹

STORAGE availability will have to be

CROSSBOW

Functional

5
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

reported by STORAGE providers in
advance, e.g. minutes ahead, day ahead,
on a seasonal basis, depending on
intended service to be provided

Regional
Storage
Coordination
Centre

data
requirements

VSP_001

The VSP must feature an interface to RES
and storage units (especially batteries)

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_002

The VSP must have a GUI

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_003

The VSP will store historical data related
to measures and

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_004

The VSP must feature a scheduler that
calculates set point data for the storage
systems connected to the VSP

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_005

The VSP must
management

billing

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

4

VSP_006

The GUI should
monitoring data

current

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_007

The GUI should feature a map

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_008

The GUI should feature a list of assets
connected to the VSP

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

4

VSP_009

The VSP must provide a method to add
and remove storage units

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

The scope of the
product

5

VSP_014

VSP should integrate the VHP ready
standard

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

The scope of the
product

feature

illustrate

a
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Acceptance

Priority

2

Comments

this has to be evaluated in the
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ID

Description

Classification

Type

Rationale

VSP_015 ¹

VSP shall be closely integrated with the
STO-CC

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Operational
requirements

Due to closely related use cases
requiring close collaboration and
intense data flow between both tools,
it appears to be useful to have both
tools somehow integrated with each
other.

Acceptance

Priority

Comments

4

The following might be useful
approaches:
* regard VSP as some kind of subcomponent to STO-CC
* regard VSP and STO-CC as
companion-components running
side-by-side
* regard VSP as a special instance of
STO-CC, but with a different scope
(e.g. controlling a smaller region)

VSP_016 ¹

The VSP must have an interface to each
market it shall provide services to

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

VSP_017 ¹

The VSP must have a module to forecast
the flexibility of connected storage
systems

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

It is not possible to sell services to
markets if it is not clear how those
services can actually be provided. The
VSP therefore needs a certain
awareness of available (active and
reactive) power and energy of all it's
connected storage systems.

5

VSP_018 ¹

The VSP must provide an interface for
TSOs
to
request
voltage/frequency/congestion support

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

Use cases HLU5-UC2,3,4 require the
TSO to demand support from the VSP.

5

VSP_019 ¹

The VSP requires historical data, including
storage and generation measurement,
storage usage profiles, state of charge,
etc.

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_020 ¹

The VSP requires network topology data

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_021 ¹

The VSP requires the VSP units should be
connected to the power network

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5
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5

Can either be done by the TSO
having some kind of user account
on the VSP or by connecting the
TSO ICT-infrastructure with the
VSP.
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VSP_022 ¹

The VSP requires real time monitoring
data for each VSP unit

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_023 ¹

The VSP requires real-time control for
each VSP unit

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_024 ¹

The VSP requires that sampling rate of
the VSP monitoring systems should be
adequate for steady-state and dynamic
performance monitoring (from less than
one second to several seconds)

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_025 ¹

The VSP monitoring data should be
collected at ROC/TSO/dedicated control
centre

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_026 ¹

The VSP platform should be a decisionmaking entity, with software processing
(in real-time) information about the
network conditions and available
flexibility/status of the VSP units

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_027 ¹

The decision information produced by
the VSP platform is dispatched to
relevant VSP units

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_028 ¹

The available capacity and flexibility of
VSP storage resources should be above a
certain threshold, defined by the network
service these resources are providing

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_029 ¹

Information collection from VSP storage
units should comply with data privacy
and security requirements

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Security
requirements

5

VSP_030 ¹

Automatic control of VSP assets has to be
provided in cases where fast response is
required (for example for fast frequency
regulation)

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage
Plants

Functional and
data
requirements

5

VSP_031 ¹

VSP availability will have to be reported
by VSP providers in advance, e.g. minutes

CROSSBOW
Virtual Storage

Functional
data

5
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ahead, day ahead, on a seasonal basis,
depending on intended service to be
provided by VSP

Plants

requirements

WAM_001

The WAMAS system should integrate
different drivers

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

The scope of the
product

WAMAS should be modular and
configurable to adapt to existing
protocols

Different existing
protocols
are
integrated

5

the different field components or
systems integrated by WAMAS will
use different protocols and data
models. WAMAS could be extended
to add drivers as they are identified

WAM_002

WAMAS should provide a mechanism to
query or push information

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

The scope of the
product

in order to save resources, all
communication between crossbow
modules will be implemented
through the WAMAS system

5

When there's a need to
communicate
between
two
CROSSBOW pieces of software,
instead of develop specific
communication mechanism for this
particular
case,
all
the
communication will flow through
the WAMAS system

WAM_003

WAMAS must be able to ingest data from
multiple source types

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Operational
requirements

multiple systems and pilots will be
interfaced,
with
different
characteristics

5

WAM_004

Wamas should support the ingestion of
data through M2M technologies

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Operational
requirements

data ingestion through queues
(MQTT, AMQP, etc.) allows for a good
scalability and prevents data loosing

4

WAM_005

Wamas should feature a database to
store the measures received

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Operational
requirements

WAM_006

Wamas database should be scalable

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Performance
requirements

There could be a huge amount of data
in the WAMAS database, so the
database must be selected and
designed to scale well and keep
working when the size is huge

4

WAM_007

WAMAS should feature a state
estimation algorithm to identify and
predict grid status

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Operational
requirements

this will improve the observability of
the network, by filling the gaps

5

WAM_008

WAMAS should automatically trigger
alerts based on rules

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Operational
requirements
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5

5

data models will depend on the
functionalities offered

the alert rules could be configured
and will be triggered based on real
time measures and forecasts
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WAM_009

WAMAS may use machine learning
techniques and models to trigger alarms

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

WAM_010

The Wamas must have a responsive web
UI

WAM_011

Priority

Comments

Operational
requirements

3

techniques could be clustering,
time series correlation, neural
networks, decision trees, etc.

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Usability
and
humanity
requirements

5

The Wamas GUI should depict the real
time state of the system

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Usability
and
humanity
requirements

real time state will be based on the
last measures received

5

WAM_012

The Wamas GUI should allow querying
the historical value of the measures
stored

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Usability
and
humanity
requirements

the evolution of the system is of
interest for the end user

4

WAM_013

The Wamas GUI should allow defining
rules for alerting

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Usability
and
humanity
requirements

WAM_014

The Wamas system should send
identified alarms to different destinations
based on a configuration

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Usability
and
humanity
requirements

5

WAM_015

WAMAS should feature an API to allow
external systems access the data

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Operational
requirements

5

WAM_016

WAMAS API access should be secured

CROSSBOW
WAMAS system

Security
requirements

5
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Rationale

Acceptance

rules must
configurable

be

5

everything will be configurable:
receivers, mechanism, format,
period, parameters, etc.

user/password, certificates and
other techniques will be considered
for this
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